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Executing Expert Systems-based Apps 
using APIs 
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This document illustrates how expert system-based apps can be executed through APIs. This 

document supposes the developer has already gone through the expert system app development 

tutorials especially: Developing Expert System based App from Rules Stored in Excel File and Adding 

keyword search to App 

1. Understanding existing expert system app 
 

Let us consider already developed App FruitApp.  Figure 1 shows first rule which asks brief 

description about the fruit end-user is looking for and starts executing goal FruitVarGrp.Fruit to 

identify the fruit based on characteristics asked. Screenshots in figure 2 shows execution of expert 

system. It scans the text and converts it into attribute value pairs in XML format and 

LOAD_ES_SESSION loads this XML data into session populating variable values. 

 

Figure 1: Starting expert system rule 

 

 

Figure 2: App execution 
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2. Using WKA Studio APIs 
 

WKA Studio APIs are available at APIs interface which is accessed through Apps, APIs and Docs main 

menu. Expert system APIs are available in Session API types. WKA Studio creates a session with for 

unique key and it holds information in memory as long as session continues. All session APIs interact 

with this common session e.g. SetVariableValue would set value of variable in session while 

GetVariableValue would get value assigned to the variable. API interface can be invoked without 

WKA Studio login but APIs can only be tested (executed) if key is known. The key can be retrieved by 

clicking Get Key button based on logged-in user credentials. It automatically connects to the Tenant 

and project within the tenant. There are three basic APIs which are specific to Expert System rest are 

applicable to other functionalities 1> ExecuteExpertSystem, 2> ExecuteESOperation, and 3> 

SetESFact. API: ExecuteExpertSystem that takes facts (inputs) provided in XML/JSON format and 

executes expert system app and returns the result in XML/JSON format. 

2.1 Using ExecuteExpertSystem API 
This API is used to execute expert system app based on inputs given either in XML/JSON. It returns 

the result based on output variables required. Following screenshot shows API and its parameters. 

The textboxes show the parameter description. 

 
Figure 3: API interface 

Calling API: input in XML format 

Following screenshot shows calling FruitApp. When Execute button is clicked, API is executed with 

parameters entered in textboxes (default can be skipped). API result textbox shows output of API, it 

is in XML format. Code: 200 indicates success and Data: represents output generated by executing 

FruitApp. The output is in WKA Studio XML format which as attribute-value pair. Where attribute 

name is included in <N></N> and value in <V></V>. The output for given inputs is ‘Cherry’. API call 

textbox shows how this API can be called from other systems or through web-browser. 

 

Figure 6 shows output in JSON format. JSON format is mapped to WKA Studio XML format. 
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Figure 4: ExecuteExpertSystem: API parameters and execution input in XML 

 

Figure 5: API execution through Mozilla browser 
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Figure 6: API execution with output in JSON format 

 

 

Figure 7: API execution through browser output in JSON 

Calling API with input in JSON format. 

WKA Studio XML attribute (variable)-value XML format is mapped to JSON attribute value format. 

While giving input in XML, tag CD can be skipped (parser just reads N and V tags), however for JSON 

it is mandatory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: WKA Studio XML and JSON format of data representation 
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As shown in figure 9, variable-value are stored in JSON format. 

 

Figure 9: Call ExecuteExpertsSystem using JSON input 

 

Figure 10: API Call ExecuteExpertsSystem using JSON input through Browser 

Asking multiple inputs and calling API giving more than one input.  

 

Figure 11: Updating rules to skip asking Brief Description input 
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Executing App in Q&A mode: 
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Figure 12: Execution of App in Q&A mode 

 

Figure 13: ExecuteExpertSystem: API parameters and execution with input in XML 
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Calling API: See figure 13, it shows API ExecuteExpertSystem with inputs in XML format (all inputs are 

given in XML format, shape, colour, diameter and surface). API executes expert system and returns 

the result. 

 

Figure 14: ExecuteExpertSystem: API parameters and execution with input in JSON 

In case, all facts are not provided which are required Expert System App to derive the goal, API 

responds with message “NOT_OK:Next uninitialized variable”. See screenshot of figure 14, it has 

missing input Surface, API is returning NOT_OK:FruitVarGrp.Surface, it means this input was required 

expert system to derive the goal. 

 

Figure 15: ExecuteExpertSystem: API parameters and execution with input in JSON 
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2.2 Using ExecuteESOperation API 
 

Through this API various expert system operations can be executed and Q&A type of conversion is 

possible with session. This API needs API: SetESFact which sets the value of missing fact (variable) to 

expert system session. Two basic operations can be used 1> Execute which starts executing expert 

system app and 2> ContinueSession which continues session after providing missing input. Figure 16 

shows first API call which has two basic inputs App Name and operation Execute.  

 

Figure 16: Starting ExecuteESOperation API 

This API returns missing input prefixed by NOT_OK:, as shown in figure 16, it is showing 

NOT_OK:FruitVarGrp.Shape means it is asking input for Shape. Figure 17 shows calling SetESFact API 

to provide input for Shape. It returns OK: in case variable is found and value is set for it as shown in 

figure 24. Finally, to get value of Fruit derived by the App, GetVariableValue API can be used as 

shown in figure 25. 

 

Figure 17: Calling SetESFact API to provide missing input: Shape. 
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Once missing input is given the next step is to call ExecuteESOperation API again with operation 

ContinueSession. It returns missing input, as shown figure 18. This is continued till API (figure 19-24) 

returns “OK:”, means there are no further inputs required to reach goal, as shown in figure 24. 

 

Figure 18: ExecuteESOperation API call with ContinueSession operation 

 

Figure 19: Calling SetESFact API to provide missing input: Colour. 
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Figure 20: ExecuteESOperation API call with ContinueSession operation 

 

 

Figure 21: Calling SetESFact API to provide missing input: Diameter. 
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Figure 22: ExecuteESOperation API call with ContinueSession operation 

 

 

Figure 23: Calling SetESFact API to provide missing input: Surface. 
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Figure 24: ExecuteESOperation API call with ContinueSession operation 

 

 

Figure 25: GetVariableValue API call to get the fruit identified by the App based on inputs. 

 


